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Overview

In my research, I apply higher algebra to the study of quantum field theory, and I apply quantum
field theory to the study of higher algebra — two areas that have a rich history of interaction
[Kap10, BL11]. As such, my results contribute to both mathematics and theoretical physics.1

Quantum field theory (QFT) arose in mid-twentieth-century high energy physics but has come
in more recent years to provide an organizing principle to all areas of quantum systems, and I will
use quantum field theory to refer both to the high-energy quantum systems traditionally studied
under the “QFT” mantle as well as the low-energy systems studied under the name “condensed
matter.” Low-energy quantum field theory, and in particular Question 1 below, has become of great
importance recently because of its applications to the development of novel quantum materials. A
deep question, which will require both higher algebraic and functional analytic methods, is to give
a precise mathematical definition of “quantum field theory” — many aspects of QFT have been
mathematically axiomatized, but there are many aspects yet to make precise.

The name higher algebra is a twenty-first century invention: a twentieth-century higher algebraist
might have said that they worked instead in category theory or algebraic topology or algebraic
geometry or mathematical physics. The characterizing property of higher algebra is the presence
of a hierarchy of algebraic structures. Examples of such hierarchies include the coefficients of the
operator product expansion, the compositions in an n-category, derived functors and cohomology,
and supersymmetric descendants.

One of the most important arenas2 of interaction between higher algebra and quantum field
theory arises when one asks to classify QFTs up to deformation, aka phase:

Question 1. What is the homotopy type of the space3 of quantum field theories (of a given spacetime
dimension, number of supersymmetries, etc)?

Asking about the homotopy type is a way of asking simultaneously about phases of QFTs with
arbitrary symmetry group (what are called symmetry enriched phases in the condensed matter
literature). Question 1 is a unifying question throughout much of contemporary theoretical and
mathematical physics, and organizes and motivates all of my current research. It is fundamentally
a higher algebraic question because the space of QFTs carries rich higher algebraic structures, and
understanding these structures helps dramatically in the classification.
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1 As a mathematician, I have taken care in this Research Statement to distinguish my mathematically well-posed
and rigorously proven Theorems from my results, marked Theorem*, that are proven conditional on providing a
mathematical foundation for the physical objects under consideration.

2 A second, overlapping arena where QFT and higher algebra interact comes from the fact that the information
content of an individual QFT, for instance the product of operators, is inherently higher algebraic. My work on
Feynman diagrams [JF10a, JF10b, JF10c, JF15b, GwJF18] and on a Poisson generalization of the AKSZ formalism
[JF14, JF16a, JF16c] fit into this arena.

3 This space carries multiple topologies. The choice encodes which qualitative features one wishes to focus on
when understanding “phases” of matter. For example, in some topologies “mass gaps” may close and open, whereas
other topologies preserve gaps.
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My goal in this Research Statement is to give an overview of my results from the last three years
helping to answer Question 1, as well as the open questions and conjectures that I am pursuing. I
organize my work into three threads:

First, I describe in Section 1 my answers to Question 1 in the case of minimally supersymmetric
(1+1)-dimensional QFTs. Guiding this work is Conjecture 1, which predicts a tight relationship
between such QFTs and elliptic cohomology, analogous to the relationship between quantum me-
chanics and K-theory. For physicists, it offers sensitive elliptic-cohomological invariants of quantum
systems, which could surpass the K-theoretic methods currently at the cutting edge of quantum
materials research. For mathematicians, it offers an analytic model of elliptic cohomology, which
currently has only homotopy-algebraic constructions.

In Section 2 I describe my work on the ’t Hooft anomalies arising in the “moonshine” of sporadic
group actions on (1+1)-dimensional conformal field theories. ’T Hooft anomaly calculations are
one of the main techniques available for predicting the low-energy behaviour of a given high-
energy quantum system. On the mathematics side, ’t Hooft anomalies are a generalization of
characteristic classes, and play a vital role in my calculations of the cohomology of sporadic groups.
My calculations help to understand where the sporadic groups come from in the classification of
finite simple groups.

Finally, Section 3 focuses on my answers to Question 1 in the case of gapped topological phases of
matter that are of so much recent interest [RSA16]. By considering the possible gapped topological
phases that can be condensed from a given phase, I discovered new constructions in higher category
theory. I end the Section by outlining my program to develop a higher-categorical version of
Galois theory. This program requires the higher categorical constructions arising from the study
of condensation, and leads, first, to a complete calculation of the space of invertible phases of
matter, and, second, to a higher-categorical extension of the CPT and spin-statistics theorems.
Thus quantum field theoretic questions about phases of matter lead to new pure mathematics, and
higher algebraic questions lead to new theoretical physics.

1. TMF and phases of SQFTs

Much of my work focuses on the following specific case of Question 1. Let SQFT denote the
space of (analytically well-behaved) minimally supersymmetric, aka N=(0, 1), (1+1)d QFTs.4 In
the sequel, I will write simply “SQFT” for “N=(0, 1), (1+1)d SQFT.” Building on ideas of Witten
and Segal [Wit87, Wit88, Seg88], Stolz and Teichner [ST04, ST11] conjectured a version of the
following:

Conjecture 1. The space SQFT provides a model for the generalized cohomology theory TMF of
Topological Modular Forms.5

It is worth emphasizing that the space SQFT does not have a robust mathematical definition,
and providing one is an important step in verifying Conjecture 1. Nevertheless, Conjecture 1 sug-
gests many mathematically well-posed conjectures. For instance, the subspace of SQFT consisting

4 The appropriate topology for SQFT should allow mass gaps to open and close (since a generic SQFT is
very rarely gapped to begin with), and should be such that an SQFT is deformation-equivalent to its far-IR limit
under renormalization group (RG) flow. The topology of SQFT can be understood through “zig-zags of RG flows”
[GJFW19]: start with some SQFT, and flow it down to the far-IR; now flow back up to some other SQFT with the
same far-IR limit; deform that SQFT by a supersymmetry-preserving marginal or relevant operator; flow down to
the far-IR of the deformed theory, and repeat the cycle. For (1+1)d QFTs, and not in general, Zamolodchikov’s
“C-theorem” [Zam86] identifies RG flow as Morse flow for a function C ∈ C∞(SQFT) which is expected to be
Morse–Bott. This “zig-zag” topology is then precisely the topology resulting from Morse theory.

5 A universal version of elliptic cohomology, TMF was constructed by Hopkins and collaborators in [Hop95, AHS01,
Hop02, DFHH14].
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of antiholomorphic superconformal field theories (SCFTs) does have a precise mathematical defi-
nition in terms of vertex algebras.6 There is a famous deformation invariant of SQFTs called the
elliptic genus which is valued in modular forms (MF).7 Conjecture 1 places constraints on the
possible values of an elliptic genus of an SQFT, because the map TMF→ MF is not surjective. In
the case of an antiholomorphic SCFT of central charge c = 12k, the elliptic genus is equal to m∆k,
where m ∈ Z is the index of the SCFT and merely counts with signs the Ramond-sector ground
states, and ∆ is the modular discriminant. (The index vanishes automatically when c 6∈ 12Z.) But
m∆k is the elliptic genus of a TMF class if and only if m is divisible by 24/gcd(k, 24).

Conjecture 2. If V is a an antiholomorphic SCFT of central charge c = 12k, then the index of
V is divisible by 24/gcd(k, 24). For each k ∈ N, there exists an antiholomorphic SCFT of central
charge c = 12k with index 24/gcd(k, 24).

Conjecture 1 implies the first sentence of Conjecture 2 and suggests but does not imply the
second sentence. Gaiotto and I showed, using the seemingly unrelated theory of error-correcting
codes together with an exponentially slow computer search [GJF18]:

Theorem 1. The second sentence of Conjecture 2 is true for k ≤ 5. The first sentence is true for
k ≤ 2, and supported by experimental data for k ≤ 5.

Question 2. Is there a systematic construction of the “small-index” SCFTs predicted in Conjec-
ture 2?

Returning to the (as yet) mathematically ill-defined space SQFT, Conjecture 1 predicts the
existence of “secondary” invariants that go far beyond the elliptic genus. Consider, for example,
the N=(0, 1) sigma model with target the round S3 equipped with String structure of strength k.8

Its elliptic genus vanishes for all k; nevertheless, Conjecture 1 leads to the prediction that this
model can be deformed within SQFT to one with spontaneous supersymmetry breaking if and
only if k is divisible by 24. In joint work with Gaiotto and Witten [GJFW19], I explained the “if”
direction of this prediction:

Theorem* 2. There is a deformation within SQFT connecting the direct sum (aka disjoint union)
of 24/gcd(k, 24) many copies of the S3 sigma model with String structure k to an SQFT with
spontaneous supersymmetry breaking.

The “only if” direction requires constructing a “secondary” elliptic-genus-like invariant that can
protect an SQFT from admitting such a deformation.9 Together with Gaiotto, I found such an
invariant in [GJF19b]:

Theorem* 3. Consider the function on SQFT that outputs the class in C((q))/[Z((q))+MF] of any
generalized mock modular form with shadow the genus-one one-point function of the supersymmetry
generator (computed in the far-IR limit of the SQFT). This function is a deformation invariant,
called the secondary invariant of the elliptic genus. Its value on the S3 sigma model with String
structure k has order 24/gcd(k, 24).

6 Namely, an antiholomorphic SCFT is a super vertex operator algebra which is unitary, is of strong CFT type,
is equipped with a superconformal vector, and has trivial category of vertex modules.

7 The elliptic genus of an SQFT is modular for the full modular group SL2(Z). More complicated modular objects
arise when one considers the “flavoured elliptic genus” of SQFTs equipped with a global, aka flavour, symmetry.
The usual elliptic genus is valued in (weight zero) modular functions which may have a multiplier under the action
of ( 1 1

0 1 ) ∈ SL2(Z). I work with a version corrected by powers of Dedekind’s η function: this correction fixes the
multiplier, and encodes the gravitational anomaly (aka central charge) as the weight of the modular form.

8 Also called a quantum B-field, a String structure is the anomaly cancellation data needed to define the sigma
model [MN85, Wit00]. For S3, and not in general, the space of String structures is canonically isomorphic to Z,
generated by the String structure coming from recognizing S3 as the group manifold SU(2).

9 There is not a sharp definition of “secondary invariant.” It means roughly an invariant of classes in the kernel
of the “primary” invariant, which in the case at hand is the elliptic genus SQFT→ MF.
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Theorems 2 and 3 together pin the exact order in SQFT of the S3 sigma models. The appearance
of mock modularity in Theorem 3 connects TMF to the “umbral moonshine” of [Tro10, CDH14,
CDD+15]. In spite of its strength, our secondary invariant, together with the “primary” elliptic
genus, is not a complete invariant of SQFT, at least not if Conjecture 1 is correct.

Question 3. Find “tertiary” invariants of SQFTs.

2. ’t Hooft anomalies and moonshine

Among the mysteries of TMF is that it is 576-fold periodic, analogous to the 8-fold Bott pe-
riodicity of real K-theory. Conjecture 1 raises the question of finding a “physical” description of
this periodicity, which in turn leads to a search through the many proofs of Bott periodicity for
one that might work for SQFTs. In [JF16b] I provided a new proof of Bott periodicity based on
gauging (0+1)d free fermions by mildly-exceptional Lie groups.10 The analogue for SQFT would
involve the vertex algebra Fer(n) of n chiral free fermions.

Gauging a symmetry of a quantum system requires trivializing its ’t Hooft anomaly,11 and the
’t Hooft anomalies of Lie group actions on vertex algebras are almost never trivializable. The result
of gauging a finite group action on a vertex algebra is called its orbifold. My [JF16b] led me to ask:

Question 4. Which (exceptional?) finite groups have privileged representations on chiral free
fermions? What are their ’t Hooft anomalies? What are their orbifolds?

One answer to the first part of Question 4 comes from [Dun07, DMC15], which identifies Con-
way’s largest sporadic group Co1 as having an important action on Fer(24), namely the “Leech
lattice” action of its Schur cover Co0 = 2Co1. Indeed, Co1 is the full automorphism group of an
antiholomorphic SCFT related to Fer(24), and in [JF19b] I identified a number of other interesting
exceptional groups as the automorphism groups of SCFTs. For the Co1 case, Treumann and I
answered the second part of Question 4 in [JFT18]:

Theorem 4. The ’t Hooft anomaly of the Leech lattice action of Co0 on Fer(24) has order 24 and
generates H3(Co0; U(1)).

Schur covers of finite groups are the analogue of simply connected covers of Lie groups, and if G
is a Schur cover of a finite simple group, then H3(G; U(1)) is home to ’t Hooft anomalies for actions
of G on (1+1)d QFTs.12 Theorem 4 provides a tantalizing hint about the 576-fold periodicity of
TMF: since 576 = 242, there is an nonanomalous action of Co0 on Fer(576). The orbifold of this
action is not trivial, but might play a role in constructing physically the periodicity of TMF.

The work [JFT18] led me to be interested more generally in the cohomology of sporadic groups.
In [JF19a] I developed a “finite group T-duality” in order to calculate the anomaly of the action
of the Monster group M on the Moonshine CFT V \ (constructed in [FLM88]), and in [JFT19]
Treumann and I calculated H3(G; U(1)) for most sporadic groups. In particular:

10 Mathematicians call the gauging procedure in (0+1)d “quantum Hamiltonian reduction” of an associative
algebra.

11 ’T Hooft anomalies generalize the obstruction to lifting a projective representation to an honest representation.
They can be formalized in terms of the difference between “Schrödinger” and “Heisenberg” pictures [JF15a], or in
terms of “relative,” aka “twisted,” functorial field theory [ST11, FT12]; for the latter, Scheimbauer and I provided
the complete definition in [JFS17]. In the (0+1)d case, the data trivializing the ’t Hooft anomaly is known to
mathematicians under the name “(co)moment map.”

12 The same statement holds for actions of arbitrary finite groups on bosonic QFTs. But for SQFTs, the ’t
Hooft anomaly lives in a generalized cohomology theory called supercohomology, which happens to be equal, in this
degree, to ordinary cohomology if the group is a Schur cover of a simple group. I have developed the theory of
supercohomology in my papers on vertex algebras, and Gaiotto and I connect supercohomology to gapped phases of
matter in [GJF19c].
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Theorem 5. The ’t Hooft anomaly of the action of M on V \ has order 24 in H3(M; U(1)). For
most Schur covers G of sporadic finite simple groups, H3(G; U(1)) is cyclic of order dividing 24.

For comparison, for most Schur covers G of finite simple groups of Lie type defined over a field
of order q, H3(G; U(1)) is cyclic of order q2 − 1 [Gro], and so Theorem 5 helps to understand the
difference between sporadic and Lie-type groups.

Note the repeated occurrence, in all the Theorems 1–5, of the number 24. This number occurs
throughout mathematics: as the critical dimension in string theory, as the denominator of a value
of the Riemann ζ function, as the rank of the Leech lattice, as a stable homotopy group of spheres,
as an algebraic K-group, as the number of Niemeier lattices, in the “cannonball problem” 12 + 22 +
· · · + 242 = 702, . . . . Which of these 24s are “the same”? Specifically, [CN79] define 24 as the
largest number N such that if m is relatively prime to N , then m2 = 1 (mod N), and one can ask
which 24s arise because of this property, and which don’t. For example, Adams showed in [Ada65]
that the 24s appearing in stable homotopy theory and K-theory (and hence in Theorems 1–3, if
Conjecture 1 is to be believed) and in the Riemann ζ function are the 24 of [CN79], but it is
unlikely that this 24 explains the number of Niemeier lattices, and the Leech and cannonball cases
are unclear.

To show that the 24s in Theorems 4 and 5 are also the 24 of [CN79], I needed number theoretic
control over ’t Hooft anomalies, which I achieved by calculating the action of the absolute Galois
group on ’t Hooft anomalies of holomorphic CFTs.13 Using that calculation, in [JF18] I showed:

Theorem 6. Suppose that a holomorphic CFT V , and a finite group G of symmetries thereof,
are defined over Q. Then the ’t Hooft anomaly of the action of G on V has order dividing the 24
of [CN79].

Since the corresponding Galois-theoretic control for (0+1)d ’t Hooft anomalies can be used to
explain the Galois-cohomological description of Brauer groups, Theorem 6 leads to:

Conjecture 3. For each field F, there is a “vertex Brauer group” of Morita-equivalence classes of
holomorphic CFTs defined over F, isomorphic to the Galois cohomology group H3(F;µ⊗2).

The physical interpretation of Conjecture 3 is that it predicts the home for ’t Hooft anomalies
of symmetries that act by nontrivial Galois automorphisms. Such symmetries are not completely
foreign to physics: time reversal symmetry acts by complex conjugation.

3. Condensation, higher spin-statistics, and higher Galois theory

The other main focus of my work studies Question 1 for gapped quantum systems, including the
lattice systems considered by condensed matter theorists. A quantum mechanical model is gapped
if the lowest eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian appears with finite multiplicity, and there is a nonzero
gap between the lowest and next-to-lowest eigenvalues; the topology on the space of gapped systems
should be such that gaps do not close or open along deformations. In higher dimensions there is not
yet a mathematical definition of “gapped” that captures locality, but many examples are known. In
many cases, one expects the low-energy effective behaviour of a gapped system to be captured by a
topological quantum field theory (TQFT), although the exact relationship should be a theorem, not
an axiom. Although there are also “fracton” phases that violate this expectation [VHF15], in the
sequel I will write simply “gapped” for what should more properly be called “gapped topological.”

13 In order to have a well-defined Galois action, I used VOAs as my model of CFTs. In this model, Theorem 6
is conditional on a widely believed, and physically obvious, conjecture about rationality of VOA orbifolds [CM16];
without it there is not a VOA-theoretic definition of ’t Hooft anomalies. For the special cases described in Theorems 4
and 5, one can establish rationality by a roundabout method using a different, operator algebraic model of conformal
field theories called “conformal nets,” but that model is not sufficiently algebraic to have a Galois action.
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Gapped systems may be stacked (aka tensored) together, giving the space GPd of (d+1)-
dimensional gapped systems a multiplicative structure, and defining its subspace GP×

d of invertible
(up to phase) gapped systems. Together with Gaiotto, in [GJF19c] I showed:

Theorem* 7. The spaces GP×
d compile into an Ω-spectrum, i.e. they define a generalized co-

homology theory. For any group G, the set of (d+1)-dimensional G-protected phases (i.e. phases
enriched by G-symmetry, which are trivial in a non-G-symmetric way) is the reduced cohomology

group H̃
d
(G;GP×

• ).

The physical import of Theorem 7 is that, whereas a priori the answer to Question 1 for invertible
gapped phases might depend sensitively on the spatial dimension d, in fact the answer is essentially
d-independent and may be studied using the mathematical techniques of stable homotopy.

To make further progress understanding the spaces GPd, one should construct a large class of
gapped phases. The gapped defects between gapped phases enjoy a rich higher category theory,
since they can be brought together (fused) without closing the gap.14 In [GJF19a] we asked: given
a gapped phase, what are all gapped phases one can reach from it by (physical) condensation?
By studying the defects produced by gapped condensation, we discovered a construction in pure
higher category theory, namely a higher-categorical version of the Karoubi envelope (aka idempotent
completion) that appears throughout mathematics, that we call categorical condensation.

Theorem 8. For each n-category C, there is n-category Kar(C), described explicitly in terms of
certain “condensation monad” diagrams in C, called the condensation completion of C. It satisfies
a universal property and is complete not just for categorical condensation, but for arbitrary absolute
limits.

A standard construction in higher category theory converts a symmetric monoidal (n − 1)-
category R into a symmetric monoidal n-category BR with one object.15 Write ΣR for Kar(BR).
By iteration, one can define ΣdVecC, where VecC is the category of finite-dimensional Hilbert
spaces.

Theorem* 9. The (d+1)-category of gapped (d+1)-dimensional phases that can be condensed from
the vacuum, in such a way that all the defects (of all dimensions) produced from the condensation
procedure can themselves be condensed from the vacuum, is equivalent to ΣdVecC.

Theorem 10. There is an equivalence of (d+1)-categories between ΣdVecC and the (d+1)-category
of fully dualizable C-linear d-categories. Applying the Cobordism Hypothesis of [BD95, Lur09], this
is equivalent to the (d+1)-category of fully extended functorial TQFTs (with target the space of all
C-linear d-categories).

Theorem 11. Every object of Σd+1C determines, uniquely up to phase, a (d+1)-dimensional com-
muting projector Hamiltonian system.

Together, Theorems 9–11 establish an equivalence between large classes of gapped phases and
TQFTs, and show that all of these phases can be represented by commuting projector Hamiltonian
systems.

Finally, the technology of categorical condensation is what I need to pursue my project to develop
a higher-categorical version of Galois theory. I started this program in [JF17] (building on my earlier
work [CJF13, BCJF15] on categorified algebra), where I recognized that the category SVecC of
complex supervector spaces is a categorified version of a field (in the sense of abstract algebra),
and that Deligne’s “existence of fibre functors” [Del02] implies:

14 Specifically, the k-morphisms in this higher category are the gapped defects of codimension k.
15 If R consists of all (n − 1)-dimensional gapped phases, then BR consists of the vacuum n-dimensional phase,

together with all possible gapped defects from the vacuum to itself.
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Theorem 12. The extension VecR → SVecC is the “1-categorical algebraic closure.” It is Galois
with “1-categorical Galois group” Gal(SVecC/VecR) = Z2 × BZ2.

Moreover, I reinterpreted the CPT and spin-statistics theorems as saying:

Theorem 13. There is a canonical equivalence between Gal(SVecC/VecR) and the homotopy
1-type of the stable orthogonal group.

Passing to ∞-categories, VecR, VecC, and SVecC become the “towers” Σ•VecR, Σ•VecC,
and Σ•SVecC.16 Algebraic closures are not quite canonical — they are unique, but not up to
unique isomorphism. This noncanonicity is why the following is hard to establish:

Conjecture 4. The tower Σ•VecR has an algebraic closure Σ•VecR.

Assuming Conjecture 4, the higher spin-statistics theorem would say:

Conjecture 5. The ∞-categorical Galois group Gal
(
Σ•VecR/Σ

•VecR
)

is naturally equivalent to
the stable orthogonal group.

Conjecture 5 would have significant physical ramifications. For example, it would answer the
main conjecture of [Kap14]:

Theorem* 14. Subject to Conjectures 4 and 5, the Ω-spectra (Σ•VecR)×, (Σ•VecC)×, and
(Σ•SVecC)× of, respectively, invertible bosonic gapped phases with time reversal symmetry, invert-
ible bosonic gapped phases without time reversal symmetry, and invertible fermionic gapped phases,
are equivalent to the Pontryagin duals to unoriented, oriented, and spin cobordism, respectively.

As Theorem 14 illustrates, questions in pure higher algebra will lead to deep results about the
space of quantum field theories, and questions about the space of QFTs will lead to deep results in
pure higher algebra.
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